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Vicon Nexus 2.12 and later, together with ProCalc 1.5 and later, adds full support 
for kinematic calculations based on Theia Markerless software (Theia3D). This 
tutorial explains how to create your own kinematic calculations in ProCalc, based 
on a C3D file containing the outputs from Theia3D.

These are the steps for creating your own kinematic calculations:

Step 1 - Load a Theia C3D file, page 3

Step 2 - Define joint angles, page 5

Step 3 - Define the subject’s progression frame, page 7

Note
To enable you to calculate joint kinematics without having to create your 
own schemes, the read-only scheme CalculateKinematicsFromTheia is 
also provided:
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Step 1 - Load a Theia C3D file
In Vicon ProCalc, navigate to a session folder that contains a C3D file with 
outputs from Theia3D. This file can be either:

A C3D file directly from Theia3D
or 

A C3D file that has been merged with Vicon data after Theia processing (in 
which case it may also contain marker and analog data).

For information on how a Theia3D file is added to a Nexus session folder and 
how to merge Theia3D data with a Nexus trial, see Run Theia processing on 
video files in the Vicon Nexus User Guide.

When you open the file in ProCalc, skeletal data from Theia3D is visualized as a 
skeleton in the ProCalc 3D workspace:

Each Theia segment is visualized as a bone. Each bone has an axis system that 
shows the XYZ axes of the bone's local coordinate system, with the axis system 
placed at the segment's point of origin. The axis system is displayed as follows:
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X-axis: red

Y-axis: green

Z-axis: blue

Each segment that is read from the C3D file is interpreted as a ProCalc segment 
– that is, an entity with a position (the segment's origin) and an orientation in 3D 
space.

ProCalc now lets you define your own calculations based on the segments.
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Step 2 - Define joint angles
Theia3D itself does not output joint angles, so these must be derived from the 
segments. Two types of joint angles are commonly used in biomechanics:

Angles around a joint between the joint's proximal and distal segments

Progress angles – the angles between a segment and the subject's 
progression coordinate system

First, you define a standard joint angle:

After loading the trial, click the Variables tab and create a new Scheme (or 
edit an existing one).

Add a new variable.

Enter a relevant name for the variable, for example LeftKneeAngles.

For the Function, choose Angle and on the same line Euler Angle: XYZ 
between A and B.

For A, choose Type: Segment and Input Variable: l_thigh_4X4.

For B, choose Type: Segment and Input Variable: l_shank_4X4

The setup now looks like this:

Note that we have chosen XYZ as the Euler Angle extraction order. This is 
because the Theia segments are by default oriented X = mediolateral, Y = 
anterior-posterior, Z = proximal-distal. Thus, we extract flexion/extension first, 
followed by ab/adduction and finally rotation (which conforms to normal 
biomechanical conventions).

Also note that you have the option to negate one or more of the components if 
the mathematical output does not conform to convention. To do this, select the 
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relevant combination from the Negate drop-down menu at the top right in the 
above image.

By repeating this procedure for other joints and their proximal/distal segments, 
you can define the joint angles that you want to calculate.
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Step 3 - Define the subject’s progression 
frame

The most common way to define the subject's progression frame is to align the 
axes of progression (ie, walking direction) with the anterior-posterior axis used 
for the individual segments. In our case, this means that the walking direction 
should be the Y axis.
If the lab has a walkway which is already aligned with one of the lab coordinate 
system's axes, then the task is to find out whether the subject walks along the 
+X, +Y, -X or -Y axis, and to calculate the progression frame that transforms the 
lab coordinate system to the one where the subject's forward direction is +Y.
There are several approaches to this – here is one example:

Add a new variable, name it PelvisOrigin.

Choose Function: Point and Transform: A from B's coordinates back to 
global.

For A, choose Type: Point and for Input Variable, choose Lab Origin.

For B, choose  Type: Segment and for Input Variable, choose pelvis_4X4. 

You have now defined a point that corresponds to the pelvis segment's 
origin. To do this, you have used the pre-defined Lab Origin point, which is 
simply {0, 0 , 0}, and transformed this point from the pelvis' local coordinates 
back to global.

Add a new variable named WalkingDirection.

For Function, choose Vector and From point A to point B.

For A, choose Type: Point, for Input Variable, choose PelvisOrigin, and for 
Timing, choose FirstValidFrame.
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For B, choose Type: Point, for Input Variable, choose PelvisOrigin, and for 
Timing, choose LastValidFrame.  

Here, you've created a vector from a point to the same point, but evaluated 
at two different times, namely the first and the last valid point. Thus, as long 
as the subject has moved, you get a vector pointing in the direction in which 
the subject has moved.

Add a new variable named ProgressionFrame.

For Function, choose: Segment and Origin A, Y-Axis=lab axis closest to B, Z-
Axis up.

For A, choose Type: Point and for Input Variable, choose PelvisOrigin.

For B, choose Type: Vector and for Input Variable, choose WalkingDirection. 

This defines a segment with its +Y direction aligned with the lab axis that has 
the best alignment with the WalkingDirection vector, which is exactly what is 
needed to define the progression angles.

Add a new variable named PelvisProgressionAngles.

For Function, choose Angle and Euler angle: XYZ between A and B.

For A, choose Segment and for Input Variable, choose ProgressionFrame.
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16. For B, choose Segment and for Input Variable, choose pelvis_4X4.

This defines the progression angle that we're interested in.
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